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GoodWay is a flight planner for virtual flights on X-Plane 
v10 & v11 (64 bit only).
For 15 years GoodWay has become the indispensable 
tool for all virtual pilots who want to add realism to their 
flights.
This new version installs directly into X-Plane as a plug-in 
for Windows and Macintosh.

I N S T A L L A T I O N

Un-zip the GoodWay.zip file and put the folder as it is into 
the folder : X-Plane > Resources > Plugins.

 Plug-in updates are automatic, without any in-
tervention on your part.

L I C E N S E

When you use GoodWay for the first time, you will be as-
ked to enter your license or activate the demonstration 
mode which will allow you to discover all its functions for 
15 minutes.
Your license consists of the 2 elements you received du-
ring your registration process (your Email and your Se-
rial).

You must enter those informations exactly as it is 
written in the registration email you received.

The license is linked to your computer. You may only 
use a license for a single installation and only on the com-
puter for which you purchased this license.
The computer that uses GoodWay MUST be able to ac-
cess the internet.
In order to validate your registration, GoodWay connects 
to its Internet server. Your license will then be attached 
to this computer and can no longer be used on another 
computer.
Once the license is validated, it will no longer be required.
To know the limitations of the Demo mode, refer to the 
end of this documentation.

M E N U

The GoodWay menu is located in the Plugins menu of 
X-Plane. It allows access to all functions of GoodWay.

S H O R T C U T S

Three main functions of GoodWay (Flight Plan, Map and 
lighting levels) are easily accessible via the keyboard 
shortcuts.
The default keyboard shortcuts are :

Flight-plan

Map

Light intensity (day/night), cycle 
of 4 successive intensity levels)

These shortcuts can be easily changed in the X-Plane 
menu : Plugins > Admin Plugin > HotKey Admin.

Macintosh & Windows Plug-in xpgoodway.com
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F L I G H T  P L A N

The Flight Plan tool presents the flight plan as a list, such 
as the ones that the pilots fly with.

Detailed functions from left to right :

Create a new flight plan.

Load a previously saved flight plan.

Save your flight plan in the following formats :

 • Goodway
 • FMS X-Plane

 • Ready to publish : HTML export to publish or 
print (the file is placed in the folder X-Plane > 
output > GoodWay_publish).

Manual altitudes (by default) or performances 
of the selected aircraft.

Choice of a specific cruise altitude (this altitude 
must be compatible with the performance of the 
selected airplane).

Send to ... : this function allows you to send the 
flight plan directly to the ATC and the X-Plane 
flight instruments.

 • Copy for ATC : store the flight plan you can 
paste into the X-Plane ATC window. The ATC 
will then guide you according to this flight plan.

 • FMC (X-Plane v11, requires manual entry of 
departure and arrival airports).

 • FMS, GNS 430 and 530 (X-Plane v11), FMS 
and GPS (X-Plane v10).

 • Compatible aircraft instruments from 
partner publishers such as JARDesign or Ae-
robask.

 •
 •
 •
 •

Continuous evolutions of X-Plane v11 (betas) can 
cause malfunctions of some of these functions 
(FMS / GPS / FMC / GNS) which will be adapted 
as and when they occur.

Opens the Map window (shortcut : CTRL + Z).

The list shows all the waypoints of your flight :

 • TYP : Type of waypoint, APT (airport) - VOR - ADF 
- FIX.

 • ICAO : ICAO code of the waypoint.

 • FREQ : Beacon Radio frequency.

 • NAME : Name of the waypoint.

 • TRK : Direction in magnetic degrees to be taken to 
the next waypoint (tracker).

 • DIST : Distance in nautical miles to the next way-
point. The value displayed on the arrival airport line 
shows the total distance of the flight. The seasoned 
pilots use it to calculate their fuel consumption for 
the flight.

 • ALT : Altitude where the airplane passes the way-
point. This information is not calculated by GoodWay 
if you have not selected any aircraft in perfor-
mances. Otherwise, the altitudes will be automati-
cally calculated by GoodWay either as a function of 
the minimum altitudes of the routes or as a function 
of the performances of the aircraft selected.

 • TIME : Estimated time in minutes to the next way-
point. (Only displayed if you have selected an air-
plane). The value displayed on the arrival airport 
line shows the total duration of the flight in hours 
and minutes.

If the flight plan window is too small to show all the 
waypoints, a scrollbar allow you to scroll through 
the list. (You can also manually resize the window 
using the box at the bottom right).

 At the bottom of the window, the distance and 
duration to the next waypoint and the distance and ETA 
(Estimated Time of Arrival) to the arrival airport are dis-
played (above a speed of 50 knt and provided that the 
Dynamic information option is activated in the Settings).

Actions

 • Double-click on a line of the flight plan : Center 
the map on that waypoint.

 • Double-click on an airport : Opens the Airport 
window. The information it contains will be impor-
tant when preparing the flight plan or before rea-
ching it (see AIRPORT section).

 • Click on a line to highlight it. This allows you to 
easily locate a particular waypoint.
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 • If no airplane is selected, click a waypoint in the 
Altitude column (except for airports) to enter the 
altitude in FL (Flight Level) and then press the En-
ter key to confirm or Esc to cancel.

If this is your first flight plan, this information is 
not really needed, just remember to fly higher 
than the mountains !.

 • If an airplane is selected, you can still change the 
altitude of any waypoint. Click in the ALT column 
to enter a different altitude in FL (Flight Level) and 
then press the Enter key to confirm or Esc to can-
cel. A small red dot indicates that altitude mana-
gement for this point is manual. To give back the 
altitude control to GoodWay, empty the text box 
and validate.

 • To move a waypoint through the list, hold down 
the SHIFT key, move the line to its new position, 
and release the SHIFT key.

 •   To delete a waypoint, hold down the SHIFT 
key, drag the line out of the window, and release 
the SHIFT key.

 •   The line of the point the aircraft has just 
passed (at less than 1.8 Nm) is automatically un-
derlined in red (it is important to know where you 
are) provided that Dynamic information is acti-
vated in the Settings. It gives you essential infor-
mation, the TRK (heading in magnetic degrees) 
you need to follow to reach the next point.

 A Control-Click on the first column (TYP) 
moves the current point on another line (e.g., if 
the ATC allows you to make a direct by skipping a 
waypoint).

 •   The next line (indicated by a small arrow - 
this is important to know where you are going) in-
dicates the next waypoint and possibly the radio 
frequency of the beacon (VOR or ADF) to which 
the aircraft is heading.

 •   Set Instruments : This menu is accessed by 
an Alt-Click on one of the lines of the flight plan. 
Depending on the type of the waypoint, you can 
directly adjust your flight instruments : autopilot 
(heading, altitude, VVI, OBS), and radios (NAV / 
VOR, ADF / NDB).

Caution, this function may not work if your 
(non-standard) aircraft does not directly use 
X-Plane’s informations and protocols.

A U T O  F L I G H T  P L A N

This is one of the most powerful tool of GoodWay and 
thanks to it you will be able to achieve most realistic flight 
plans by indicating only some informations.

 • From & To : ICAO departure & arrival airport codes.

 • VIA : The first waypoint of your flight plan after 
take-off (ADF, VOR or FIX) and to its right, the last 
waypoint before arrival. If you provide those infor-
mations, this will assist GoodWay during the com-
pletion of the flight plan. Otherwise, GoodWay will 
suggest VIAs that can match SIDs or STARs for 
airports.

Navigation

 • VFR (Free flight) : Only places the airport and VIA 
information you have entered and lets you make 
your flight plan yourself.

 • Low Airways (<FL 195) : The flight plan will use 
the so-called low altitude routes, normally less than 
19,500 Ft - in Blue on the GoodWay map.

 • HI Airways (> FL 195) : The flight plan will use 
the so-called High Altitude routes, normally over 
19,500 Ft - in Red on the GoodWay map.

 • Both : The flight plan will use both types of air 
routes (High Altitude and Low Altitude).

Altitudes will be automatically calculated by 
GoodWay either according to the minimum altitudes 
of the air routes or according to the aircrat selected 
(in Performances).
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 • Create : GoodWay will create the flight plan for you. 
You can stop and cancel the creation at any mo-
ment.

During the realization of the flight 
plan, GoodWay will put X-Plane 
in pause for a few seconds, the 
time for him to load the X-Plane 
data.

If the distance between the de-
parture airport and the arrival 
airport is very short, it will be 
difficult to find a really optimized 
route.

You can refine the search for the 
best route by manually entering 
the start and finish VIAs. Spe-
cialists will like to enter SID and 
STAR inputs.

The search buttons next to the input fields allow 
you to open the search tool. The button disappears 
to show you which input area corresponds to the 
current search.

When you have found the information you are 
looking for, double-click it to automatically add it 
to the Flight Plan Creation tool.

This tool provides the “horizontal“ flight plan (seen 
from above). GoodWay automatically sets the mi-
nimum altitudes for your waypoints but the verti-
cal flight plan is assumed by the Performance tool 
that uses the aircraft’s capabilities to fix the vertical 
position at each waypoint and give you an idea of   
when you must start your descent.

P E R F O R M A N C E S

The Aircraft tool (Plugins > GoodWay > Aircraft) allows 
you to use, fix or modify the performance of your air-
craft. Thanks to it, the “vertical“ flight plans as well as 
the flight times can be calculated by GoodWay.

With the pop-up menu Aircraft in the Flight Plan win-
dow you can select an aircraft, which will automatically 
update the flight plan’s altitudes and the ETA (Estimated 
Time of Arrival).

But you can also edit, add and delete performances by 
using the Plugins > GoodWay > Aircraft menu.

Horizontal climb, cruising and descent speeds are to be 
indicated in real GS (ground speed).

The vertical velocities of ascent and descent are to be 
entered in VVI (Vertical Velocity Indicator).

The cruising altitude is in FL (Flight Level, FL is the result 
of real altitude in feet / 100. e.g. : FL 240 means 24,000 
feet).

The performances allow to calculate the vertical flight 
plan (altitudes) but also to calculate precisely the dura-
tion of the flight from point to point and the total duration 
of the flight.

A I R P O R T

The Airport tool shows relevant informations about an 
airport that you have double-clicked in the flight plan or 
on the map.

 The map is displayed as a Blue Print (lines). In ad-
dition to the airport ICAO code, its name, altitude and 
magnetic drift, the window presents all the information 
of the runways, ILS, radios and gates.

 • Clicking on a Radio or ILS allows you to automati-
cally adjust the radio frequencies of your airplane.

 • Clicking on a Gate displays it on the airport map.
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Longer than From  3200 Shorter than Unpaved Seaplane
7500 ft to 7500 ft 3200 ft runway or Heliport landing

Paved rwy Land.-strip area

M A P

The Map tool allows you to see the world as defined in 
X-Plane. It is in the Map that you will be able to realize or 
modify your flight plans in a simple and visual way and 
to follow the evolution of your flight.

The buttons at the top of the window define the infor-
mation that appears on the map.

Open Flight Plan Tool (Shortcut : CTRL + A)

Open Search Tool

Show Airports (see Settings)

Show VORs

Show ADFs

Show FIX (see Settings)

Show High Level Routes
(altitude > 19,500 ft)
or Low Level Routes
(altitude < 19,500 ft)

To preserve the frame-rate, it is not possible to dis-
play both types of routes at the same time.

Show Names, ICAO codes and bea-
cons Frequencies

View real time Aircraft Informa-
tions (see Settings) : HDG : Hea-
ding, GS : Ground Speed, MSL : 
Mean Sea Level (altitude above sea 
level). Beyond 70 Knt, the arrival’s 
ETA in a straight line is displayed.

View the actual Flight Route (see Settings)

View Flight Plan Plot

Detailed Map : Display more data on the map de-
pending on the zoom level (but its activation can 
lead to big slowdowns and is not recommended du-
ring flights).

At the bottom of the window, the first 4 buttons on the 
left are the map tools. Only one tool can be selected at 
a time.

Hand : Click and hold the mouse button to move 
the map. If you hold down the Control key, you 
can use the Hand even if you are using another 
tool. Control + Double-click zooms on the map. 
Control + Shit + Double-click de-zooms the map.

Ruler : With the ruler you can measure the dis-
tance and the angle between 2 points of the map. 
Click on the map and move the mouse in the de-
sired direction. GoodWay displays the distance 
and heading between the 2 points. Beyond 70Knt, 
the ETA is displayed.

Area Zoom : This tool zooms in on the area you 
have framed. Click on the map and move the 
mouse to form a rectangle. When you release the 
mouse button, the map is automatically zoomed 
in on this aera. If you hold down the Alt key, you 
can use the Area Zoom tool even if you are using 
another tool.

Edit : this is the core tool of GoodWay. It allows 
you to make and modify your flight plans in a 
simple and intuitive way with a few clicks. The 
List in the Flight Plan tool updates automatically 
based on your actions on the map.

 • Add a waypoint at the end of the flight plan : 
click the desired waypoint with the Shift key.

 • Insert a waypoint between two others : sim-
ply click on the line linking these two points, 
move it and release the mouse button over 
the point to be added. (You can also click the 
previous waypoint with the Shift key and 
then move it to the waypoint you want to in-
sert).

 • Move a waypoint : click on the waypoint and 
move it on another waypoint (Airport, VOR, 
ADF, FIX).
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 • Delete a waypoint : click on the waypoint and 
move it on the map where there is no infor-
mation (Airport, VOR, ADF, FIX).

GoodWay uses the files earth_nav.dat, earth_awy.
dat and earth_fix.dat, instead of the standard 
X-Plane data if such files are present in the Custom 
Data folder.

The following 4 buttons are used to frame the map :

+ & - : To zoom in and zoom out the map. (Or use 
the mouse wheel).

Flight-plan centering : zooms and frames on 
the flight plan

Plane centering : centers the map on the plane’s 
position. To also zoom in on the aircraft, hold 
the Alt key at the same time.

Double-clicking on this button will permanent-
ly center the map on the plane and the icon 
will turn red. To exit this mode, click the button 
again, move the map with the hand tool or se-
lect the Flight-plan centering tool. 

If your departure and arrival points are very far 
apart, the easiest way is to choose them first and 
then insert the intermediate waypoints. This way 
you can see the shortest path and can follow it bet-
ter by zooming in on the map.

If you are replicating an existing flight plan (plenty 
of them are available on the internet), it will be ea-
sier to use the addition of waypoints method.

If you want to do simple instrument navigation, pri-
vilege the use of VOR and ADF as the FIX position 
is more complex (they require triangulation and/or 
timing from VOR and ADF instruments).

GoodWay lets you fly like a true pilot, so you can set 
up true flight plans using high or low altitude air routes, 
but also do whatever you want with a VFR flight to train 
yourself or simply free fly.

S E A R C H

The Search tool can be accessed from the Map 
window using the Magnifier button.

It will allow you to search for Airports, VORs, ADFs and 
FIXs by name or simply their ICAO code, but also to find 
cities !

Type the Name or ICAO code of what you are looking 
for, even partially, and select whether you are looking 
for an ICAO code or a Name and GoodWay will find them 
for you.

But it can do more :

 • If you are looking for a specific airport, VOR, 
ADF or FIX and want to find only this one, just 
start your search with “apt“, “vor“, “adf“ or 
“fix“ ...

 • To find a city, start your search with “cty“ fol-
lowed by the city name (e.g. : “cty new york“).
Note : This search can be a bit slow.

 • If you Double-Click on one of the items found 
and displayed in the list, GoodWay will center the 
map on that item and show it to you with a small 
rotating marker.

 • If you Shift-Click on a found information, 
GoodWay automatically adds it to the end of 
your flight plan (except for cities).

The FIX search only takes into account those that 
are displayed. If you are looking for FIXs that de-
pend on an airport, you will need to display them 
in the Settings (see Settings below).
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S E T T I N G S

The settings allow you to define what type of informa-
tion you want to see on the map.

 • Airport types : Allows you to select what you 
want to see on the map. Indeed, depending on 
what you are piloting, you may not wish to see the 
Helipads or Hydro-Ports. Choose only the ones 
you want to use.

 • Dynamic information : Enables or disables flight-
plan tracking and ETAs display on the list.

 • Virtual airways : allows the use of a NAT or 
PACOT virtual airways file (Trans-Atlantic and 
Trans-Pacific variable routes) in order to sim-
plify the realization of long-distance flight plans. 
These routes are not displayed on the map and 
therefore cannot be used in a manual flight plan. 
Even though these routes are virtual, they use 
X-Plane’s NAV and FIX, which makes them 100% 
compatible with X-Plane.

 • Rivers : display rivers on the map.

 • Countries : display country names on the map.

 • Your aircraft : hide or display your plane on the 
map. This is very useful if you do not necessarily 
want to know where you are but you want to be 
able to consult the map during your flight.

 • Airports FIXs : X-Plane adds a lot of FIX around 
the airports so that the approach is simpler. This 
multitude of information may make the map more 
difficult to read and you may prefer not to have 
those informations.

 • Log Flight path : GoodWay will record the route 
of your flight and you can see it on the map in real 
time. Warning : This works only if you have ope-
ned a GoodWay window at some point, otherwise 
the plugin will not load and will not use any res-
sources.

 • Reset Settings

In this version of GoodWay, the aircraft consump-
tion information was deliberately omitted in order 
to simplify your flight experience. After all, you do 
not pay for fuel in a simulator !

T I P S

While a GoodWay window uses the keyboard, tap 
the Escape key (ESC) to give back the keyboard to 
X-Plane.

The current version of X-Plane (v11) does not allow 
GoodWay to fully control the FMC. Once the flight 
plan is sent to the FMC, you must manually add the 
departure and arrival airports in the FMC Init page.

G O O D W A Y  &  X - P L A N E

Although GoodWay is installed as a plug-in in X-Plane, it 
does not use memory or processor resources if you do 
not use it !
It has been optimized to the maximum so as not to slow 
X-Plane when you use it. Some options in its Settings 
allow you to control the impact on the simulator.

The more elements you see on the Map, the more power 
you need. The Flight Plan, Search and Airport windows 
use virtually no resources.

Some operations such as loading navigation data can 
pause X-Plane for a few seconds. Just wait for the ope-
ration to finish ...

Flight plans made with GoodWay are made with and for 
X-Plane. They can be used to define your flight with the 
Air Traffic Control, be entered in the FMS / FMC and 
also the X-Plane GPS.

Every radio frequencies and precise positions of each 
flight information are those of X-Plane. You are therefore 
assured that your flight plans will work perfectly in the 
X-Plane world.

GoodWay v5 updates will be free in all 5.x.x versions. It is 
compatible with X-Plane v10 & v11 (64 bits only), but fre-
quent X-Plane updates may cause some plug-in incom-
patibilities. We are always working intensively to provide 
you with updates that will correct these problems.

 Updates are automatically installed at GoodWay ’s 
launch and you are notified of the installation of a new 
version. Also check the GoodWay site or the Facebook 
page regularly for more information on these updates.

The near future :
We want GoodWay to be easy to use. One of the first op-
tions that will arrive very soon will be the use of SID & 
STAR, and many other surprises to improve your flight 
experiences ...
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T U T O R I A L

This little tutorial will not teach you how to fly but it will 
teach you how to use GoodWay to achieve your first 
flight plan.

You are going to prepare a flight from Nice (LFMN) to 
Les Milles (LFMA) passing by the seaside (it’s nicer !) and 
without considering the air routes (VFR flight with way-
points).

 • Open the Flight Plan tool and the Map tool.

 • Position the map so that you can see both airpo-
rts (use Search if necessary).

 • Select the Edit Flight Plan button in the Map 
window.

 • Holding down the SHIFT key, click LFMN, then 
LFMA. Both airports have been added to the 
flight plan.

 • Then we will insert the CNM VOR. Display the 
VORs with the green button at the top of the 
window toolbar, click on the segment of the 
flight plan and move it to the CNM VOR, then 
release the mouse button. The CNM waypoint is 
inserted in your flight plan after LFMN.

 • Repeat the same operation by adding the STP 
VOR and then HYE (SHIFT-Click)..

 • Now, let’s have a look at the direction of the 
LFMA runway. In the Flight Plan window, 
Double-click LFMA. This opens the Airport 
window with every information about LFMA.

 • We see that the only runway is oriented 14/32. It 
would therefore be nice to arrive on the runway 
in its axis (near the 320° heading).

 • By displaying the ADFs, we see that the OB mar-
ker seems to be approximately in the axis we are 
looking for and we insert it in the flight plan as 
before (SHIFT-click).

 • There we have a final approach that arrives al-
most in the axis of the runway with a 322° hea-
ding.

 • Now when displaying the ADFs, we see that we 
can have extra help for our approach since there 
is an ALM ADF. SHIFT-Click on it to add it to the 
flight plan, it will help you to go precisely in the 
direction of the runway.

That’s it ! Now you can save your flight plan with the Save 
button on the Flight Plan window and start the engine ...

Visit the GoodWay website from time to time to find rea-
dymade real flight plans, but also tips, links to instrument 
flying courses, etc ...

Enjoy your flights !
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Actions
Flight-Plan

Window
Map

Window
Search
Window

Airport
Window

•• On•a•line to highlight it.

•• On•a•waypoint in the ALT 
column to enter or modify 
the altitude.

•• On•a•radio or ILS to 
automatically adjust your 
airplane frequencies.

•• On•a•gate to display it on 
the map. 

•• On•a•line to center the map 
on that point.

•• On•an•airport to open this 
airport information window.

•• On•a•waypoint in the search 
results to add this waypoint 
to the flight-plan.

•• On•the•Aircraft•centering•
tool to center and lock the 
map on your plane (the map 
follows the plane).

•• On•one•of•the•search•
results to center the map 
on that point.

•• To•move the map.

•• With•the•ruler•to measure 
the distance and the angle 
between two points.

•• With•the•Zoom•tool to zoom 
on the framed zone.

•• On•a•waypoint to move it or 
delete it.

•• On•a•segment•of•the•flight-
plan•to insert a waypoint.

•• On•a•line to set the 
instruments of your 
aircraft.

 • While clicking on the•
Aircraft•centering•tool•to 
zoom on your plane.

•• On•a•line•in•the•TYP•column 
to move the current point 
on that line.

•• To•use•the•hand•tool (move 
the map) even if another 
tool is used.

•• On•an•element of the map 
to add it as a waypoint in 
the flight-plan.

•• On•one•of•the•search•
results to add it at the end 
of your flight-plan.

•• To•move•a•waypoint in the 
list.

•• To•delete•a•waypoint 
(by dragging it out of the 
window).

•• To•insert•a•waypoint 
(starting from the previous 
waypoint).

C O M M A N D S

I C O N S  &  S H O R T C U T S

Flight-plan

Map

Light intensity (day/night), cycle
of 4 successive intensity levels)

Default•Shortcuts•Longer than From  3200 Shorter than Unpaved Seaplane
7500 ft to 7500 ft 3200 ft runway or Heliport landing

Paved runway Landing strip area

Flight-plan 
tool Search Airports VOR ADF FIX High Level Low Level Names ICAO Frequen-

cies
Aircraft 

infos Flight log Fligh-plan 
layout

High 
details

Hand Ruler Area Zoom Fligh-plan 
Edit Zoom Zoom Flight-plan 

centering
Aircraft 

centering Plane lock
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D E M O

The demonstration mode has some limitations. Outside 
these limits, GoodWay works as the normal version :

 • GoodWay can be used for 15 minutes.

 • The waypoint names are not displayed.

 • It is not possible to save or load a flight plan or ex-
port it in HTML format.

 • The flight plan can not be sent to FMS, FMC, GPS 
and GNS.

R E F E R E N C E S

The author discovered X-Plane in version 3. Quickly, the 
realism of the simulator convinced him that he was flying 
with the best existing public simulator. This impression 
was fully confirmed during his first real flight where eve-
rything was exactly as in X-Plane. He then had the ter-
rible urge to fly and to understand how one can spot one-
self in the air. He discovered navigation and started the 
realization of GoodWay in 2002.

He then took flight courses in order to better understand 
the real world of aviation and be able to transpose it to 
the simulator to improve the X-Plane flight experience.

Over time, a lot of help from enthusiastics, real com-
mercial pilots and instructors came to enrich his reflec-
tion. X-Plane’s most important improvments came from 
highly motivated users (3D Cockpit, PushBack, 3D Pilot 
in the cockpit, aircraft outside view, etc ...).

It all comes from a diverse community of people who like 
to build scenes, airports, fly, and experiment to make our 
fun ever more real !

U S E F U L  L I N K S

GoodWay tutorials, news and updates

xpgoodway.com

A few things you can read if you want to learn more about 
flying, instrument steering, and take much more fun than 
with a GPS.

What you will learn by using X-Plane and GoodWay will 
surely motivate you to one day push the door of a real 
flying club, because flying with X-Plane is a cheaper way 
to train you !

Flying with NDB / ADF (simplest)

lavionnaire.fr/RadioNavADF.php
airinstruction.com/cours/index.php

A lot of X-Plane and GoodWay tutorials

xplanefr.com

T H A N K S

This chapter is far too short considering the number of 
people who have contributed in GoodWay ’s development 
for more than 15 years is great. Those who are not men-
tioned should not hold it against us, they will always be 
the craftsmen of the pleasure that we all have to fly with 
X-Plane.

Here is the list of people that the authors want to thank 
for their help and support during all these years :

JP and his team,
Always ready to help and bring

their excellent ideas.

Jean Marie, Milan, Tony, Mario, Jean Paul, Bruno,
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Austin, Sergio, Ben, Sandy and Randy
for their incredible work on X-Plane.

The list could not be complete if we do not also thank our 
wives or companions who support our absences during 
our flying hours and our endless stories about our virtual 
landings ...
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The GoodWay software package
(Software, design, features, documentation)
Is subject to international copyright laws.

Copyright 2001-2017

The use of GoodWay is subject
to EULA license acceptance.

Important Warning

GoodWay must ONLY be used with a flight simulator.

It is strictly forbidden
to use it for real flights.
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